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Abｓtｒａｃt：　へNq show that expansionary monetary policy causes exchange rate overshoot-

ing due to the secondary repercussion coming through the reaction of firms to changed

asset prices and the firms' decisions to invest in real capital. This overshooting effect

adds to any overshooting that occurs through the traditional Dornbusch (1976) channel,

since our model with its market clearing in the short run excludes any Dornbusch over-

shooting. The model sheds further light on the volatility of real and nominal exchange

rates.　It suggests that changes in corporate sector profitability may affect exchange

rates through international portfolio diversification in corporate securities, and it offers

an additional reason for‘fear of floating'.
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INTRODUCTION

　In this paper, we investigate theoretically whether and how exchange rate induced

changes in the level of investment cause ａ reverse effect on the exchange rate.　０ｕ「
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approach creates ａmonetary surprise―as in the Dornbusch (1976)exchange rate over-

shooting model―allowing the new exchange rate to affect the level of investment, and

investigates the effect of this change in investment on the exchange rate｡

　Several empirical studies find an inverse relationship between the demand for invest-

ment goods and the level of the exchange rate (defined as the domestic currency price

of one unit of foreign currency). Among OECD countries, Nucci and Pozzolo (2001)，

using an OECD data set, find exchange rate depreciations exert negative effects on the

level 0f investment operating through the cost channel.　Ginn (2006) finds much the

same in Canadian data.^　Goldberg (1993) and Campa and Goldberg (1995) find an

inverse relationship in 1980s us data―a time when us manufacturing industry expe-

rienced “import exposure” in capital goods.^ Landon and Smith (2005) also support the

finding of an adverse effect of currency depreciation on levels of investment. In ａlarge

data set of OECD countries, they demonstrate that exchange rate depreciation associates

with increases in the price of investment goods―a more marked effectin industries that

employ larger proportions of imported capital. For emerging market economies, Mayes

(2004) reports impulse response functions for Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania for the ef-

feet of an exchange rate shock on the level of investment. In all three cases, though,

Estonia exhibits a stronger effect, unanticipated exchange rate depreciation causes a

persistent fallin the level 0f investment.^ And in ａ Latin American data set, Goldberg

(1997) also finds an inverse relationship between exchange rate depreciations and the

level 0f investment｡

　Krugman and Taylor (1978) authored ａ seminal paper on understanding the reasons

for adverse economic effects stemming from currency devaluation in‘emerging mar-

kets.' Their arguments emerge from ａ Keynesian macroeconomic model with distor-

tions caused by slow responses in real quantities to changes in relative prices.　They

show, among other things, that if capitalists exhibit lower consumption propensities

than workers, as currency devaluation favors profits, devaluation provokes economic

recession. Taylor (1983) further developed structuralistmodels in which inter-sectoral

factor immobility, or, factor price rigidity,or,limited substitutabilityexists between ｄｏ'

mestic sourced and imported capital good inputs (or, combinations of these), showing

that devaluation causes economic recession. More recentlyけhinking on the negative

effects of devaluation in developing countries migrated from macroeconomic and struc-

tural modeling to consider possible adverse balance sheet effects of devaluation."^ When

emerging market banks or non-banks turn to international markets to raise capital, as

did much of East Asia in the 1990s, and Latin America two decades earlier,they most

　　1 In her empirical modeling, Ginn (2006) assumes that 'actors' view changes in the exchange value of the

Canadian dollar as permanent changes. Our theoretical modeling below makes the same assumption.

　　２ An empirical literature also exists that finds an inverse relationship between exch皿ge rate volatility 皿d

the level of investment―see, ir府r alia, Serven (2003) and Campa 皿d Goldberg (1995).

　　3 The depreciation actually ｍｅ皿t higher foreign prices as all three countries operated currency boards

during the data period.

　　４ For ａ recent survey, see Frankel (2005).
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often cannot borrow in their own currency due to ａ lack of well developed domes-

tic capital markets―something dubbed ‘original sin' by Eichengreen and Hausmann

(1999).　Moreover, these countries lack foreign currency hedging facilities―again for

want of domestic capital markets in which the foreign counterparties providing hedging

facilitiescould invest. The upshot, when domestic banks and non-banks hold assets

denominated in domestic currency and liabilitiesin foreign currency, devaluation of the

domestic currency can devastate their balance sheets, solvency, and level of lending and

investment. Lamfalussy (2000) catalogues the devastating economic contractions suf-

fered in East Asia in 1998 following the financial crisis that began the previous year.

Moreover, he also refers to the‘lost decade' suffered by most of Latin America follow-

ing the Mexican financial crisis of 1983｡

　We will show that when ａ change in the level of investment feeds back onto the ex-

change rate, the time path of the exchange rate overshoots, adding to the typical Dorn-

busch (1976) effect.　Our model excludes Dornbusch overshooting, since we do not

introduce price stickiness in the short run. In this respect, the time series of exchange

rates exhibits more volatility than in Dornbusch's famous paper. ぺｖｅ，therefore, view

this paper as relating to“fear of floating”in emerging markets and other economies―

as documented by Calvo and Reinhart (2000)，ａｎｄthe widespread adoption of man-

aged exchange rates by these countries. Our theoretical work also relates to McKinnon

(2005)ｗho points out that in several emerging East Asian market economies, countries

with either habitual balance of payments deficits or surpluses choose to manage their

exchange rates because foreign liabilitiesor assets are largely denominated in foreign

currencies, and that abrupt exchange rate movements could destroy domestic company

balance sheets｡

　In the interest of clarity and tractability,we make certain simplifying assumptions

in addition to those usually made in the exchange rate literature. First, we assume that

physical capital is endogenous through just two time periods, the short- and the long-

runs. In this two-period framework, we avoid, and assume away, the complication of

discounted values. Second, we assume that capital fully depreciates over ａsingle time

period, which makes the outstanding capital stock in the long run (second period in our

analysis) equal to investment in the short run (firstperiod). Finally, while rendering

the stock of physical capital endogenous provides the novelty of this paper, our most

important results stand even when we make the assumption that the rates of interest on

domestic government bonds and corporate bonds remain equal at all times. That is, we

assume perfect substitutabilitybetween these bondS｡

　The rest of the paper unfolds as follows.　Section 2 describes our model.　Section

3 illustrates how exchange rate volatility behaves sequentially following ａ monetary

innovation. Section ４ concludes. The Appendix describes some important mathematical

derivations that do not appear in the main text.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2. THE MODEL

　Consider ａsmall open economy producing three goods―traded and non-traded con-

sumption goods, and ａtraded capital good (T, N, and K, respectively). The household

sector's wealth consists of money (M), domestic government and private bonds (かand

B^,ｒｅｓpectively), and foreign government bonds (Ｆ).5 Private bonds finance physical

capital investment. Since firms produce capital goods, we firstconsider the demand for

and supply of capital as ａ good. Then we discuss the demand for and supply of capital

as an asset.

2.1. 　£)ｅｍ皿ｄｆｏｒ皿ｄＳ叩plｙ　ofPhｙｓicalＣａｐｉtａｌ

　Assume that firms make investment decisions and that all capital fully depreciates

each period. Thus, the capital stock equals investment.^ The demand for physical cap-

ital emerges from the profit maximization decisions of丘rmSﾉＯｎｃｅ firms know their

demand for capital,they float corporate bonds to finance this demand. We assume that

the rate of interest at which firms borrow equals that of the domestic government bond

(r), implying that government bonds perfectly substitute for private bonds supplied by

血mS.8

　The price of the non-traded good (Pn) clears that market and, given the assumption

of ａ small open economy, the prices of the traded consumption (Pt) and traded capital

(Pk) goods equal prices, adjusting for the exchange rate,in the rest of the world. That
　
　
ｊ
～
　
１

・
Ｉ
　
ぐ

Pｔ= E- P* 　and　Pk=E・ｐ＊

where E equals the nominal exch皿ge rate (domestic currency price of ａ unit of foreign

exchange), and Ｐ＊ and Pt equal exogenously given prices of the traded consumption

and capital goods measured in foreign currency. For given values of r, Pn
・£･ａｎｄ弓＊

(,i＝TI ‾≒£),the demand for capital emerges from profit maximization･

　Production of good れ/ = T,N, and K) responds positively to the amount of capital

used as follows:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.　　　.＋

(2)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ダ＝ダ(㈹，

whereダequals the real production of the i-ih sector's good and the plus sign over

the capital stock here and in future equations indicates the sign of the marginal effect

(i.e･ ，y'K equals the marginal physical product of capital in sector O. Firms in sector ｊ

maximize profit (n,) defined as f0110ｗS:

　5 Like other open economy macroeconomic models, we assume that the household sector holds foreign

government bonds (F), which equal ａ portion of the total exogenously given quantity F*,and that foreigners

do not hold domestic (government or private) bonds (Branson and Henderson 1985).

　6 This assumption keeps some rather complex 皿alysis as simple as possible. The 皿alysis does not

ch皿ge if the depreciation rate falls below 100 percent. For the皿alysis to proceed, the depreciation rate must

exceed zero so that,in equilibrium, firms exhibit positive investment (equal to the depreciated capital).

　7 See, for example, Frenkel and Rodriguez (1975), Dombusch (1975), and Sachs (1981)･

　８ Generally, we employ upper- and lower-case letters for nominal and real values, respectively. Interest

rates prove an exception.
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　　　　　　　　　ｍ＝弓・ｙ(だ')－(1十ｒ)・£・7)£・が＞0，

where Pi equals the price of the good in sector j，and (1十ｒ)・£・ p* equals the rental

price (user cost) of capital.^ From the first-order marginal-productivity conditions, the

demands for capital in the different sectors emerge as follows:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－

(3)　　迂ニ(1+r)-[ なﾉｒＴ ]≒ト'小[確/ぢ] ⇒　kT＝kT
(ソ）1Z吋 )

㈲

一
一
㈹

゜[片かyｖ]ニ(1十小[
Ｅ

゛
Ｐ１ＺＰｊ、、ｆ]⇒戸＝戸(ぺ

｛ニ(1十小[片/片]ニ(1十゛)⇒ぴ＝ぴ(脳

　Firms in different sectors demand capital until the marginal product of capital equals

the rental price (user cost) of capital divided by the price of the good produced in that

sector. The demand for capital in the non-traded sector (equation 4) depends on the

interest rate and the ratio of the nominal exchange rate times the price of traded capital

goods to the price on non-traded goods. In the traded goods sectors, however, because

world markets determine the prices of traded goods (equation 1), changes in the ｅｘ'

change rate do not affect the demand for capital in these sectors. That is,in equation

(3)けhe demand for capital in the traded consumption good sector depends on the in-

terest rate and the ratio of the foreign prices of traded capital to traded goodsけhat is,

(ｐ＊／).ln the capital good sector (equation 5), the demand for capital depends only

on the interest rate (plus the depreciation rate), as the price of capital cancels. Note that

the effect of changes in the rate of interest (ａｎｄother determinants) on the demand for

capital depends on the elasticitiesof demand for the capital good in different sectors･

　Firms make their investment decisions based on expectations of prices and the ex-

change rate. To keep the model dynamics simple, we assume that agents have static

expectations.^^ That is。

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7:)ﾙ,z＋1＝7:)yｖ,り

wh eｒｅｐｅ
ト1

equals the expected price and /)yＶ,zequals the actual price of the non-

traded consumption good in period r. A similar specification characterizes other prices

and the exchange rate･

　The total demand for capital in the economy, which equals investment with a 100-

percent depreciation rate (i.e.,k ニreal investment), equals the sum of the total demands

by different sectors. That is,

　９ Remember that the depreciation rate equals one so that the rental price (user cost) of capital equals

(δ十ｒ)・Ｅ・p* 十(1十ｒ) ・Ｅ・Ｉ)かwhere 8 equals the depreciationrate.

　10 This assumption accords with that of Ginn (2006), where all exchange rateｃｈ皿gesare perm皿ent, in

her empirical estimations of the exch皿ge rate investment relationship.That is, the exch皿ge rate follows ａ

ｒ皿dom walk.
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んｒ＋kN ＋だ£球(ﾃﾞﾌ)劫=7丿犬Zぶ )

The total demand for capital, thus, responds positively to the prices of traded and non-

traded consumption goods and negatively to the interest rate･ the exchange rate･ and the

price of the capital good. The supply of capital emerges afterinserting ん£frｏｍequation

(5) into the production function of the capital goods sector (equation 2), giving

(7) ｙ£
ニｙ

尺
(０．

　Given the supply of capital, and the determinants of the demand for capital, we can

now illustrate the market for capital, which shows how the exchange rate determines

the quantity demanded and whether the economy imports or exports capital. The price

of capital is E・Ｐレ That is, given the small country assumption, the price of capital

changes as ａresult of changes in the exchange rate, assuming ａ fixed foreign currency

price of capital. Note, also, that the supply of capital depends only on the interest rate

(plus the depreciation rate). Figure l illustrates market equilibrium where investment

equals the demand for capital each period, since the depreciation rate equals one. A

higher exchange rate raises the domestic price of capital and lowers the quantity of

capital demanded, implying ａ movement along the demand for capital.　For a given

exchange rate,ａ lower interest rate leads to, on the one hand, a higher demand for

capital and, ０ｎthe other hand, higher supply, as shown in Figure l by the rightward

shifts of the capital demand and supply curves. The increase in demand exceeds the

increase in supply, capturing ａ capacity constraint in the capital goods industry (ぺA^itte

1963).

２ふ　Ｇｏｏｄｓ一ＭａｒketＥｑｕilibｒiｕｍ　ａｒ

　The supplies of traded and non-traded goods come from substituting the demands for

capital into equation (2). The demands for traded and non-traded goods depend on the

real exchange rate and totalincome, where we assume that traded and non-traded goods

　　　　　　　　　　　ＥＰｋ゛ｅ

y/ yi' ／

Figure 1.　Demand皿d supply of physical capital.
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substitute for each other.^^ Thus, the supplies and demands in the different sectors are

given as follows:

ｊ
　
　
　
ｊ

ぐ
　
　
　
ぐ

(10)

田）

ｊ
　
　
ｊ

丿
｀
Ｕ
　
　
　
　
７

ぐ
　
　
ぐ

c７＝Ｊ(ぶ

丿＝丿(ﾃﾞ･

ｃyｖ＝皿も

ﾜ乃ｖ

確

＋

ワ

yＮ＝ｙＮ(宍丿Ｊ)£/作)

ｋ＝ｋＴ十戸十 ｋＫ＝ｋ(元P1ZPｙＥ ｐ゙＊／)

ｙ£ 丿(う

and

where丿and ｃyＶequal the real demands for traded and non-traded consumption goods,

ｑ＝ (Ｅ　･　F3* /]equals the real exchange rate, and ﾜﾌ)yＶ equals total real income in

terms of non-traded goods, that is, nominal income divided by the price on non-traded

goods. We define total nominal income below. ^^ The demand for the traded consump-

tion good [equation (8)]depends negatively on the real exchange rate (a) and positively

on real income (ｙ/7)Ⅳ)‘Similarly, output supplied in the traded consumption sector

[equation (9)]responds negatively to the interest rate (r) and the price of the capital

good in foreign currency (P*), and positively to the price of the traded consumption

ｇｏｏｄ(吋).Ｔｈｅ demand for the non-traded good [equation (10)]relates positively to

both the real exchange rate and real income. The supply of the non-traded good [equa-

tion (11)]adjusts negatively to the interest rate, the nominal exchange rate (E), and

the price of the capital good in foreign currency, and positively to the price of the non-

traded good (Pn). We repeat the demand for and supply of the capital good [equations

(6)ａｎｄ(ﾌ)],the determinants of which are discussed above. The price of the non-traded

consumption good (Pn) clears the non-traded-goods market (i.ｅ.，yyＶ＝／Ｖ).Ｔｈｅworld

　11 Thedem皿ds for traded 皿ｄ non-traded goods come from household utility maximization. We deflate

nominal variables by the price of non-traded goods, which plays ａ key role in most of our subsequent 皿alysis.

See the Appendix for details.

　12 Derivation of the real exchange rate as g ニ(
Ｅ・Ｉ)袖

)/Ｖ]is as
follows. By definition, the real exchange

rate measures the‘home' country's price level relative to that of the foreign country, measured in the home

country's currency. Thus, aニ (Ｅ・Ｉ)＊//)).Ｎｏｗ･ measure the home country's price level as /)ニノ)胃召1‾“･

which assumes that the foreign county's price level, /)フニ1，αequals the share of traded goods in the; ｏ「

home county's price index, and E measures /｣T- By substitution, g＝( 51Z喋E1
‾叶ol でｑニ

(ぴかが

ｇニ(/)ｒみ)
/Ｖ

)'Ｂｕt given perfect substitutability between home and foreign traded goods, /)ＴニＥ・p*
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prices of the traded consumption and capital goods (7)7 and P^) clear the world mar-

kets ａｎｄけhｕsけheexchange rate determines the domestic prices of these goods as in

equation (1). We discuss the determination of the exchange rate below･

　Total income (ｙ)iS defined as f0110ｗS:

(12)

y＝ ｙＮ ＋ｙｒ＋ｙ£＋(ｒ＊＋△♂)・ Ｅ・Ｆ，　ａnd　丿＝ Piｙ，　/ ― N, T, and尺，

ｗherｅ(ｒ＊＋△♂)ｅqｕa1S the domestic currency interest earnings from foreign as-

sets･ and £に1A♂ｅqｕa1S the expected rate of change in the exchange rate･ Ａ♂ニ

[(£に1‾瓦)んz]equals the expected excha昭erate in period r＋1 at time Z. Thus･ ゛ｅ

can write total real income in terms of the non-traded goods as f0110ｗS:

(12a)　　ＹＺＰＮニｙＮ十ｑ‘／ 十(£゜確かぐ)‘丿十(ｒ＊十△／)‘げかぐ) ，Ｆ

Total saving S equals disposable income less ｃｏｎsｕmPtｉｏｎ(丹丿十/）がｿＶ)ｏ｢

(13) S = (PＴ － 7)穴ｒ)＋7)£2y£十(ｒ＊十△♂)・£・Ｆ，

where yyｖ＝ｃyｖ，and consumption of the traded consumption good depends positively

on real income (equation 8)｡

　From national income accounting identities in ａ small country whose traded goods

perfectly substitute for those abroad, the current account (CA) equals the difference

between household saving and investment. That is,

(14)

　ＣＡ＝S－/＝(/) Ｔ － ＰｔＪ )十( Ｐｋ／ － ＰＫｋ)十(ｒ＊十△／)・ Ｅ　･　Ｆ＝△ Ｆ，

where△Ｆ equals the capital outflow, or the increase in (net) foreign assets held. Nomi-

nal investment (/) equals P^^, where the depreciation rate equals 1 00-percent. In other

words, the current account equals the negative of the capital and financial account, de-

fined as the change in (net) foreign assets held by the household during the period.

Viewed differently,the current account (equation 14) measures the difference between

the nominal supplies and nominal demands for traded goods and capital plus interest

earnings of foreign bonds｡

　In Figure 2，the left-hand quadrant shows the demand for the two traded goods (the

sum of consumption and capital goods) as ａnegative function of the exchange rate. See

equations (6) and (8) and Figure 2.13 The total supply (the sum of the supplies of these

two goods) remains fixed, for a given interest rate (plus the depreciation rate) and world

　13 To aggregate the traded consumption 皿d capitalgoods into one ｄｅｍ皿dcurve requires expressing the

two demands in nominal tenns. As ａresult,we introduce the nominal exchange rate asａcommon multiplier

in both demands. We divide the nominal demands by the nominal exchange rate, expressing the demand

in terms of foreign currency. Doing so generates the negatively sloped function of the exchange rate. Note

that since the foreign prices are fixed,the domestic prices of traded consumption and capital only adjust as

the nominal exchange rate adjusts.Nominal foreign currency values are expressed as ｙ＊’＝弓＊ｙ.See the

Appendix for more details.
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Figure 2.　Short-run adjustments.
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prices of the traded and capital goods.^"^ See equations (7) and (9) and Figure 2. The

explanation for the right hand side of Figure 2 is discussed in the next section. Initially,

we assume that the current account balances. Thus, the trade balance equals the negative

of the interest earning on foreign bonds.　As ａ result, supply exceeds demand at the

equilibrium nominal exchange rate by the interest earnings on foreign bonds.

2j.　Å∬ｄ一ＭａｒketＥｑｕilibｒiｕｍ

　Households' total nominal wealth (W) consists of money (M), domestic government

bondS( Ｂｈ，domestic private bonds 印勺, and foreign bonds in domestic currency units

(Ｅ・Ｆ ).Ｔｈａtis,

(15)　　　　　Ｗ＝訂十召十£・Ｆ＝肛十 Ｂｈ十召゛十万・Ｆ｡

　Note that the domestic private bonds finance the capital stock (£). Thus, the wealth

constraint conforms to the standard in macroeconomic models, where wealth includes

domestic money, domestic bonds, (net丿oreign bonds, and the capital stock (Ｂ馴。

　The central bank's balance sheet is given as follows:

(16)　　　　　　　　　　　　訂＝が十尺，

where尺equals the foreign ｃｕ汀ency reserves held by the central bank (which with our

assumption of ａ flexible exchange rate equals ａ constant) and召ｃ equals the domestic

government bonds held by the central bank. Note that 召Ｇ＝召Ｃ＋ ｇｈ defines the total

　14 For consistency, we also express the supply in terms of foreign currency. That is,both nominal supplies

expressed in domestic currency include the nominal exchange rate asａmultiplier.See the Appendix for more

details.
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outstanding government bonds in the econon!y and reflects the accun!ulation of past

budget POlicieS尹

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-　The supplies of M andかenter exogenously (万ａｎｄか, respectively), while the

evolution ｏｆ　Ｆ(the amount of foreign bonds held by domestic residents) adjusts ｅｎ'

dogenously by equation (14). Once ａ血ｍ knows its demand for capital,it finances this

capital by floating bonds. The nominal amount of bonds (召勺ｅqｕals investment, that

is,ｂＫ ＝Ｅ・P1よ As mentioned above, we assume that private bonds and govern-

ment bonds perfectly substitute for each other, so that firms borrow at the same rate of

interest as that paid on government bonds. Moreover, given our assumption that capi-

tal depreciates entirely each production period, we use one-period bonds to finance the

capital stock each period･

　The demand for different assets depends on the domestic rate of return (r), the ex-

pected rate of return on foreign bonds (μ＋Ａ♂)，ａｎｄ the total wealth (Ｗ)aS f0110ｗS:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－(17)　　　　　　　　　　M = m(r げ＊十△♂)・Ｗ；

(18)

(19)

召＝ Ｂｈ＋召£ 一

一 わ(八ｒ＊十△♂)・Ｗ;　and

　　　　　　　　　＿　　　　＋

Ｅ　･　Ｆ＝ｙ(らｒ＊＋△／)・Ｗ．

Following Tobin (1969), we assume that the effect of ａchange in the rate of return of

an asset on itself exceeds that on other assets. That is,

　　br > -f,ぃ叫 ＞‾ ｍ。　乱 ＊＋△ざ＞－かｒ＊＋△ee, and　呑＊＋△ざ＞－ Ｍｒ＊＋△ざ・

　For ａ given money supply, the rate of return (Ｏ and the exchange rate(£) that give

equilibrium in the money market come from the following equation:

(20) ㈱。ｗ）力十 佃いＦ）j£＝O⇒些
　　　　　　　　　　　　力

一

一

-

脚ｒ・Ｗ

ｊ肘＝0 ｍヽＦ

＞０

A depreciation of the exchange rate (i.e.,increase in E) increases the demand for money･

since wealth in domestic currency rises,but given ａfixed supply of money, equilibrium

only restores itself,as the interest rate rises and the demand for money falls.This gives

the positively sloped Mo curve in the right-hand quadrant of Figure 2. Similarly, for

given supply of domestic bonds (both government and private) and foreign assetsけhe

rate of return (r) and the exchange rate (£) that give equilibrium in the domestic bonds

and foreign assets market are shown by the following equations:

(2Ｄ

(22)

(br -W) -dr 十（b-　Ｆ）j£＝O⇒些
　　　　　　　　　　　力

(呑・Ｗ)･力一(1-ﾀﾞ)・Ｆ･ｊ£＝Ｏ⇒

ｊ召＝0

ｊ£

一
力

一

一

-

ｊＦ＝０

恥
＜０ and

＜０

わ

一

一

Ｗ

一
戸

　呑・Ｗ

(1-ﾉ)・/7

　15 We do not discuss the government budget constraintbecause we analyze the effectsof monetary policy

ｏｎｌy皿ｄnot that of fiscalpolicy.
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The Bo curve in Figure 2 slopes negatively [equation (21)]because a depreciation of

the exchange rate (i.e･，an increase in £) increases the demand for bonds, and equi-

librium restores itself when the demand equals the supply of bonds by decreasing

the interest rate (０.　Only two independent equations exist to determine two inde-

pendent variables that give asset-market equilibrium [the wealth constraint, equation

(15), makes equilibrium in the third market redundant]. Nonetheless, the Fq curve (not

shown in Figure 2) also slopes negatively in the (r, E) space[equation (22)]. Note that

－ｄＥ/ｄｒIJ＝O＞－ ｄＥ/ｄｒしび＝0，Since b．＞一石ａｎｄ(1-ﾉ)＞か.16

　Asset-market equilibrium occurs when the demands for money and bonds equal their

respective supplies. Thus, the interest rate and exchange rate that produce asset-market

equilibrium emerge from solving the following two implicit equations:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－(23)　　　　　　　　ﾌげ一回(らｒ＊十△♂)・ W = 0: 　and

　　　　　　　　　　　　一一(24)　　　　　　　　　Bh 十ＢＫ －b(し ＊十△／)・ｗ＝O.

Figure 2 illustratesthe equilibrium at the intersection of the 召o and Mo curves. The 几

curve also runs through this intersection with ａ negative slope, but flatterthan the 召0

curve, since br >一万ａｎｄ(1－y)＞か.

2.4.　Ｓｈｏｒt-ＲｕｎａｎｄＬｏｎｇ-ＲｕｎＥｘｃｈａｎｇｅＲａte1:)ｅtｅｒｍｉｎａtｉｏｎ

　In the short-run, the exchange rate firstclears the asset markets and then, following

that, affects the balance of payments where changes in foreign assets (F) offset the

current account imbalance. The introduction of physical capital, as mentioned earlier,

causes adjustments in both the asset and goods markets, which we restrictto the long

run because of capital's gestation period. Changes in firms' investment decisions, re-

sponding to changes in the exchange rate and the interest rate, lead to changes in the

supply of private bonds. Investment decisions of firms also affect the supply-side of the

goods market. This effect, along with the demand for the traded capital goods affects

the ｃｕ汀ent-account and long-run equilibrium exchange rate and interest rate. In sum,

we assume that the asset markets and then the goods market adjust before the production

of capital (i.e･，the investment decision) responds to the monetary policy change. After

a gestation period, when the supply of capital adjusts,ａ second round of asset market

and finally goods market adjustments occur.

　To analyze the effects of an exogenous monetary expansion in the economy, we dis-

tinguish between the short-run and the long-run adjustment periods. In both periods,

asset-market and goods-market (ｃｕ汀ent-account) adjustments occur. In the short-run,

the initialadjustments in the economy occur, while in the long-run, the investment de-

cisions of firms and their effectsin the economy emerge.

　Adjustment processes afterａ monetary shock to our system of equations with en-

dogenous capital reflects the following sequence:

　１６Remember that the wealth constraintimplies that m 十か十/ = 1. Thｕs，（1－y）＝ 阻十 b. So,

（1－y）＞1･, since m ＞O.
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Short-Run Asset-Market Adi stment.　This period considers the instantaneous ef-

fects of ａmonetary disturbance in the asset market. It also examines the changes in the

demands for different assets, and the adjustment to the asset-market short-run equilib-

rium, leading to the beginning-of-period exchange rate and interest rate adjustments.

price changes on the demand side of the goods market. Specifically, it examines the

effects of price changes on income, saving, consumption, and the current account. Cap-

ital flows resulting from changes in the current-account balance determine the end-of-

the-period exchange rate and interest rate adjustments.

their capital stocks, given the new exchange rate and interest rate that emerges from the

short-run adjustments. We explore the effects of these investment decisions on the asset

market and beginning-of-period exchange rate and the interest rate adjustments.

Ad justment.　Finally, we consider the

effects of investment decisions on the current account, capital flows, and end-of-period

interest rate and exchange rate adjustments. Investment decisions affect both the supply

side and the demand side of the traded-goods sector and, as such, affect the current

account.　In the long run, the economy moves to the equilibrium exchange rate and

interest rate that together give current-account balance｡

　Given this set-up, we examine the effects of an increase in the money supply through

open market operations. To emphasize our strategy, we assume that the asset market

and then the goods market adjusts before the production of capital (i.e･，the investment

decision) responds to the monetary policy change, Then when the supply of physical

capital changes, this generates ａsecond round of asset market and, finally,goods market

adjustn!ents.

3. EFFECTS OF INCREASES IN THE MONEY SUPPLY BY

　　　　　　　　OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS

　The initial equilibrium appears in Figure 2 with the 召o and Mo curves in the as-

set market and SSo and f）f）oin the traded goods sector.^^ The equilibrium exchange

rate and interest rate equal £o and ^0, respectively, and the ｃｕ汀ent-account and trade-

account balance.　That is, no capital flows occur.　In additionけhe trade balance is in

deficitand equal to earnings on foreign bond holdings. When the central bank increases

the money supply through an open market purchase of bonds, government bonds held

by households （か) decrease and the money supply (M) increases. This causes the

following sequence of events in the economy, which follows our schema enumerated in

the last section.

　１７Remember that we express the ｄｅｍ皿dand supply curves in foreign currency 皿d combine the traded

consumption and capital markets into one market. As a preview, this market traces the adjustment in the

current account and the determination of the nominal exchange rate.
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３土　Ｓｈｏｒt一Run Ass 琵一ＭａｒketＡｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　へiVhen the money supply increases through open market operations, equilibrium in the

money market restores itself by either decreasing the interest rate or increasing the ex-

change rate (i.e･，lowering expected exchange rate depreciation), both of which increase

the demand for money. Similarly, when the supply of bonds decreases, equilibrium in

this market restores itself by decreasing the demand for bonds with eitherａ decrease

in the interest rate or ａ decrease in the exchange rate (i.e･，raising expected exchange

rate depreciation). Also, note that in the short run, the supply of capital (i.e･べげ)ａｎｄ

the supply of private bonds (i.e･，ず)ｄｏnot change, since the investment decision only

emerges by assumption in the long rｕｎ｡

　The effects these changes exert on the equilibrium exchange rate and interest rate

emerge by using the implicit function rule on equations (23) and (24) and Cramer's

rule. The total effect of open market operations on the interest rate and the exchange

rate equals the following:

(25)

(26)
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∂訂

ｊ肘＝－ ｄＢｈ、ｄＢＫ＝jF＝0
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-
∂肛
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-

(わ十 ｍ)・Ｆ

　　£)

(恥十 ｒｒiｒ)・Ｗ

　　　£)

＜０ and

＞０ because br > ―niｒ、

wh eｒｅ　L)＝( b　･　JTlｒ一揖・/与)Ｆ・ W <0, sinｃｅＪｔlｒ＜O and 恥＞0｡

　Figure 2 illustrates the new equilibrium at the intersection of the 肛1 and召1 curves

after shifting from 訂o and召0.18 The increase in the supply of money creates an excess

supply, putting downward pressure on the interest rate for ａ given nominal exchange

rate. Similarly, the reduction in the supply of domestic bonds creates an excess demand,

pushing the interest rate down for a given nominal exchange rate.　Ａ lower interest

rate, however, leads to a higher demand for foreign bonds, creating an excess demand

and putting downward pressure on the exchange rate.^^ Thｕsけhe short-run effect of

an open market operation (d�ｖed from asset-market equilibrium) produces a higher

(depreciated) exchange rate (£1)ａｎｄａlower interest rate (n) than the initial values.

The real exchange rate (9ニ( Ｆ　･　Ｐ＊／3 ]) increases by the same proportion as that of

the nominal exchange rate, since possible changes in the price on non-traded goods

(Ｐｎ) occurs in the short-run current account (goods market) adjustment.

3.2.Ｓｈｏｒt一ＲｕｎＧｏｏｄｓ-Ｍａｒket　(Ｃｕｒｒｅｎt-Ａｃｃｏｕｎt)Ａｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　Here, the effects of changes in the exchange rate and the interest rate reflect adjust-

ments on the demand side of the traded-goods (traded consumption and capital) market.

Since supply depends only on the capital stock, which adjusts in the long run, output

　18 Why does the M curve shiftmore horizontally th皿the召curve? Given the magnitude of the open

market operation, to reestablish equilibrium in the money and bond markets, respectively,requires ａlarger

horizontal shiftin the M curve than in the 召curve, since恥＞一所ｒ.

　19 Given no adjustment in the current account in this period, the supply of foreign bonds availabledomes-

ticallyremains fixed.
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remains fixed during short-run goods-market (current-account) adjustment.　The ad-

justment in the non-traded goods sector, however, provides important information for

determining short-run adjustment in the goods market｡

　Equilibrium in the non-traded goods market requires that demand equals supply. In

addition, since capital does not adjust until the long run, the supply of non-traded goods

equals ａ constant in the short run. The increase (depreciation) in the nominal exchange

rate causes both the real exchange rate and nominal income to rise. To re-establish equi-

librium with the increase in the demand for non-traded goods, the price of non-traded

goods must increase. In additionけhe increase in the price of non-traded goods must

cause the real exchange rate and real income to 毎11 sufficiently so that the reduction

in demand for non-traded goods exactly offset the increase in demand caused by the

increase in the nominal exchange rate. That is, the rise in the price of non-traded goods

must exactly offset the rise in the nominal exchange rate from £otｏ£1， and return the

real exchange rate and real income to their initialvalues.'^^

　Bringing the previous discussion together, real supplies remain unchanged because

capital only adjusts in the long run.　０ｎ the demand side, the ratio of the nominal

exchange rate to the price on non-traded goods and, thusけhe real exchange rate and

real income do not change戸Consequently, the ｃｕ汀entaccount adjusts as f0110ｗS:

(27) 忽付呪卜卜卜and　寸ト

Since we assume for simplicity that the current account initially balancesけhe current

account remains in balance during the short-run goods market adjustment period｡

　In summary, the expansionary monetary policy leaves at the end of the short run ａ

lower interest rate, a higher nominal exchange rate, an unchanged real exchange rate and

real income, and ａtrade deficit,offset by income from the interest earned on foreigner

bonds. Consequently, the　ＤＤｃurve in Figure ２must shiftvertically at each quantity by

the increase in the nominal exchange rate, since short-run equilibrium requires the ratio

of the nominal exchange rate to the price on non-traded goods to remain unchanged･

Further, if we introduced some form of sticky prices in this model, such as in Dornbusch

(1976), then we could generate the Dornbusch overshooting result. But, our model is

ａ market-clearing model. Thus, we observe monetary neutrality in that the monetary

policy change only generates changes in nominal values･

jユ　£ ong-l ?un Asset 一ＭａｒketＡｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　Given the new interest rate, firms make their investment decisions. Note that the

lower interest rate increases investment in all sectors (though with different intensities,

depending on the respective elasticitiesof capital demand). The movement in the nom-

inal exchange rate does not cause any adjustment in investment in the non-traded goods

　20 See the Appendix for more details.

　21 The interest rate falls,stimulating the demand for capital (investment). But, capital adjustments, includ-

ing the interest rates effect on capital demand, occur in the long run.
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Figure ３ａ.　Long-run adjustments: Exchange rate depreciation in the asset-

　　　　　　market equilibrium and improvement in the current account.

Y't&k ｙﾊﾞ所人’

Figure 3b.
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り

Long-run adjustments:　Exchange rate appreciation in the asset-

market equilibrium and worsening of the current account.
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sector because the rise in the price of non-traded goods leaves the real exchange rate

unchanged. See equation (6)｡

　As mentioned earlier, the increase in the demand for capital goods affects both the

goods and asset markets.　In the long-run asset-market adjustment period, however,

for tractability we abstract from goods market adjustment, considered next, and only

entertain the asset-market equilibrium and the determination of the exchange rate and
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the interest rate. To invest in capital,firms float new bonds (equal to the nominal value

of investment). Thus, the increase in investment increases the supply of domestic bonds,

lowering their price and increasing the interest rate.^^ Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the

effects of an increase in the private bond supply on the interest rate and the exchange

rate. Larger bond supply increases wealth and the demand for both money and ｂｏｎｄs･

The supply of bonds rises more than the demand for bonds, because of the adding-up

constraint for asset demands.　The excess demand for money and the excess supply

of bonds requires a higher interest rate, for a given exchange rate, to achieve market

equilibrium. Thus, the 召and M curves experience rightward shifts from 痢tｏ召2 and

肛けo Ml. The changes in the interest rate and the equilibrium nominal exchange rate

due to increased private bond supply emerges from applying the implicit function rule

on equations (23) and (24) and Cramer's rule. The total effects of an increase in the

supply of private bonds equal the f0110ｗing:

(28)

(29)
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where the effect of an increase in private bond supply on the nominal exchange rate does

not possesses a determinant sign. Two opposing effects operate on the exchange rate･

First,increases in the bond supply raise nominal wealth (W), thereby strengthening

the demand for all assets including foreign bonds. This puts downward pressure on

the exchange rate. Secondけhe higher interest rate decreases the demand for foreign

bonds and appreciates the currency. Depending on which of these effects dominates,

the exchange rate in the long-run asset-market equilibrium may rise (depreciate) or fall

(appreciate).　We illustrate an example of each of these cases in Figures 3a and 3b，

respectively｡

　The discussion of the long-run current-account adjustment begins with the observa-

tion that the interest rate falls during the short-run asset-market adjｕStｍｅｎt戸ThｕS，

firms plan to accumulate capital in the long run and will issue private bonds to finance

their acquisition of more capital. The long-run asset-market adjustment shows that the

interest rate rises, because firms expand the supply of private bonds to finance the ac-

quisition of ａlarger capital stock and raise the interest rate in the process. The rise in

the interest rate, however, cannot reverse the fall 0f the interest rate generated during

the short-run asset-market adjustment.　Otherwise, firms will not plan to accumulate

capital. That is, although the interest rate will rise because of the long-run asset-market

adjustment, it will not surpass itsinitialstarting point.

　２２Remember that we employ one-period bonds, since capital completely depreciates each production

period.

　23 The short-runcurrent-account adjustment leaves theinterest rate unchanged because of our assumption

of staticexpectations about the exchange rate.
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j｡4.　Ｌｏｎｇ一ＲｕｎＧｏｏｄｓ-ﾙlarket (Current-Ａｃｃｏｕｎt)Ａｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　Higher capital investment affects the current account in two ways. ０ｎ the one hand,

an increase in the demand for capital goods, which occurs in a11 sectors, worsens the

current-account deficit.ﾍﾞｖｅalready considered this shiftin the demand for traded goods

during the short-run adjustment in the goods market in Figure 2 from ＤＤｏtｏ£)£)1.０ｎ

the other hand, more investment leads to an increase in output supplied by firms that

improves the current account. In Figures 3a and 3b，this appears as a leftward shift in

the supply curve from SSo to SSi. We will discuss demand side shifts shortly･

　Ａ key to understanding the long-run adjustment in the goods market involves how

adjustment occurs in the non-traded goods market, just as we saw for short-run goods

market adjustment. That is, the non-traded goods market must clear. But, in the long

run, both the demand for and supply of non-traded goods adjust. Market equilibrium

implies that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一

(30) 丿＝丿(ﾒけ万丿＝パ(ﾒ‾ 丿゛ＰリＰい

　The change in the interest rate affects the supply of non-traded goods directly and

the demand for traded goods indirectly through real income. That is, based on changes

in the interest rate only, ａlower interest rate increases the supplies in each sector, thus

increasing real income.　The ratio of the nominal exchange rate to the price of non-

traded goods and the real exchange rate,０ｎthe other hand, rise or fall depending on

whether the supply-side effect exceeds or falls short of the demand side effect (see the

Appendix for details)｡

　Combining a110f these effects will allow us to determine whether the current account

improves or worsens. Taking the total differential of the current account equation (14)

with respect to the interest rate, the nominal exchange rate, and the nominal exchange

rate over the price of non-traded goods yields the following result(see the Appendix for

details):

(31)

dＣＡ＝ﾚ Ｔブ ＋片･ザー ＰＴ゛ｃｌＺＰＮ･トグヤ/･yy＋(犬堤かぐ)≒げ}]力

　　　　＋(弘か)匹-ﾚ)ｒく･(ぢづげ十 Ｐい丿 ＋(・＊＋△♂)･う

　　　　＋片･叫/≒)ｼ(貼=ぶ)･

We know that the interest rate falls,but that the ratio of the nominal exchange rate to

the price of non-traded goods can increase or decrease. Moreoverけhe term in brack-

ets modifying dr does not possess a determinant sign.　Since we enter the long run
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with ａ current account balance, the coefficientｏｉｄＥ equals ZQTlO?^ Finally, the term

modifying the second term involving j(£//）yｖ)ｅｘｃｅｅｄszero°

　Thus, we can identify two cases: the current account improves or worsens. The ex-

change rate provides the equilibrating factor in the long-run current-account adjustment

process. Given the two cases of a higher (depreciated) and lower (appreciated) nominal

exchange rate that come from the long-run asset-market adjustment, we can consider

four cases―higher exchange rate with ａ current-account surplus or deficit and ａlower

exchange rate with ａ current-account deficit or surplus. We now discuss two of those

cases in turn―higher exchange rate and ａcurrent-account surplus 皿d a lower exchange

rate and a current-account deficit.

　The adjustments in the current account reflect shiftsin the supplies and demands for

traded consumption and capital (see Figures 3a and 3b). If the current account goes into

surplus (deficit),then the supply shift exceeds (falls short of) the demand shift｡

　Case ｌ: Fi ure ３ａ.　We assume in Figure ３ａthat the current account ends the long-

run asset-market adjustment in surplus (i.e･，ＣＡ＞O)ａｎｄ that the nominal exchange

rate rises (depreciates). In addition, the demand curve shifts to £)£)2，which is ａsmaller,

earlier-mentioned shiftin the supply curve to SSi . This accommodates the development

of ａ current account surplus.　The current-account surplus leads to accumulation of

foreign assets. As foreign assets accumulate, the Ｍｏ curve moves to Aも，召２moves to

召3，and asset-market equilibrium occurs atａlower exchange rate (E3). The effects of

the accumulation of (net) foreign assets on the interest rate and the nominal exchange

rate appear in equations (28) and (29)｡

　Once again, the adjustment in the non-traded good market plays ａcriticalrole. Since

the interest rate does not adjust further in the long run goods market period, the ratio

of the nominal exchange rate to the price of non-traded goods must remain constant,

implying that the nominal exchange rate and the price of non-traded goods moves up or

down proportionally with each other. In so doing, the real exchange rate, real income,

ａｎｄ(Ｅ　･　F)貼 )yＶ)ｄｏnot change and the non-traded goods market remains in equilib-

rium. Thus, the adjustment in the nominal exchange rate occurs without further shifts

in the supply of and demand for traded consumption and capital in Figure ３ａ｡

　Long-run equilibrium emerges when the nominal exchange rate appreciates enough

to give current-account balance.'^^　The only adjustment occurs through the interest

earned on foreign assets, which 毎11sufficiently to balance the current account. In other

words, no further shiftsin the supply of and demand for traded consumption and capital

occur.

　24 Thetｅｒｍ( ＣＡＺＥ)・ｄＥ reflects ａ scale effect as the nominal exchange rate ｃｈ皿ges. Since the ｄｅｍ皿d

foｒ皿d supply of traded goods are expressed in foreign currency, the shifts in these curves reflect all other

terms in equation (31)，ｅｘｃｅｐt(ＣＡＺＥ)･dE.

　25 We will discuss the other two cases in footnotes.

　26 1f the current account initiallyexperienced a deficitat the beginning of the long-run current-account

adjustment, then the country would lose (net) foreign assetsand the nominal exchange rate would depreciate

untilthe current account balanced.
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　Case Ｈ Fi ure 3b .　We assume in Figure 3b that along with a lower (appreciated)

nominal exchange rate, the current account ends the long-run asset-market adjustment

in deficit(i.e･，CA < 0). Hereけhe shift in the demand for traded consumption and

capital to £)£)2exceeds the shiftin the supply curve to SSi to accommodate the ｃｕ町ent

account deficit in Figure 3b.　Ａ current-account deficit translates into selling foreign

bonds. A fallin foreign bonds held by domestic residents decreases nominal wealth,

shifting the Ｍｏ curve moves to Aもａｎｄ召２moves to 召3 in Figure 3b. The effects of the

accumulation of (net) foreign assets on the interest rate and the nominal exchange rate

appear in equations (28) and (29)｡

　Long-run equilibrium emerges when the exchange rate depreciates enough to give

current-account balance.'^^ Once again, all adjustment occurs through the increase in

the domestic currency value of interest earnings on foreign bonds. That is, since the

interest rate does not adjust in the long-run goods market adjustment, equilibrium in

the non-traded goods market requires that the ratio of the nominal exchange rate to the

price on non-traded goods remains constant. That is, no further shiftsin the supply of

and ｄｅｍ皿d for traded consumption and capital occurs･

よj.　Summa び

　Introducing capitalinto an open economy macroeconomic model, thus, makes the ef-

fects of monetary policy on different variables more volatile(see Figures 2，3a, and 3b)･

Open market operations occur at the beginning of the period and the figures illustrate

the short-run adjustments (i.e.,Figure 2) and the long-run adjustments (i.e.,Figures 3a

and 3b)induced by the change in capitalinvestment by firms｡

　Consider, first,Figures 2 and 3a. In Figure 2けhe short-run adjustment in the ex-

change rate leads to depreciation (i.e･，£rises from £otｏ£i). No further adjustment

in the nominal exchange rate occurs in the short-run goods-market adjustment as the

current account does not go into deficitor surplus. The long-run adjustment captured in

Figure ３ａ(i.e･，Case I) experiences overshooting.'^^ That is, the exchange rate depreci-

ates (i.e･,E rises from £1 to E2) in response to the long-run asset-market adjustment,

since we assume in Case l that the wealth effect of the increase in bond supply on the

exchange rate dominates the interest rate effect. But this initiallong-run depreciation

gets offset somewhat by an appreciation (i.e･,E falls from E2 to E3) in response to the

long-run current-account adjustment｡

　Now, consider Figures 2 and 3b. The short-run adjustment process follows the ar-

guments of the previous paragraph with a depreciating exchange rate. The long-run

adjustment captured in Figure 3b (i.e･，Case II) also experiences overshooting of the

　27 If the current account initiallyexperienced ａ surplus at the beginning of the long-run current-account

adjustment, then the country would gain (net) foreign assets and the nominal exchange rate would appreciate

untilthe current account balanced｡

　28 Overshooting occurs only if the initialsituationentering the long-run current-account adjustment ex-

hibitsa current-account surplus. If,instead, the economy experiences ａ current-account deficit,then the

exchange rate continues to depreciate during the finallong-run current-account adjustment.
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exchange rａtｅ.29That is, the exchange rate appreciates (i.e･, E falls from £1 to £2)

in response to the long-run asset-market adjustment, since we assume in Case IT that

the interest rate effect on the exchange rate dominates the wealth effect. This initial

long-run appreciation is partially offset by depreciation (i.e.,£rises from £2tｏ£3) in

response to the long-run current-account adjustment｡

　In sum, an open market purchase by the central bank causes a short-run and ａlong-

run depreciation of the exchange rate in Case l. The long-run depreciation associates

with overshooting of the exchange rate. In Case 11,however, an open market purchase

causes a short-run depreciation, but ａlong-run appreciation with overshooting, where

the long-run appreciation reduces, but does not reverse, the short-run depreciation. For

the cases not considered in these sections, the long-run adjustment in the exchange rate

extends and reinforces the short-run movement.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　4.　CONCLUSIONS

　The exchange rate model developed in this paper attempts to depict the interaction be-

tween exchange rates and firms' investment decisions. Tobin (1969) introduced the idea

of Tobin's 9，which expresses a representative firm's rate of investment as a function of

the ratio of its share price to the price an extra unit of physical capital. A fallin g rｅ'

duces the level of new investment. Currency depreciation, by raising the price of capital

goods, reduces profitabilityin the business sector, and in reducing share prices (ｃａｌｃｕ-

lated as the discounted value of profits),lowers Tobin's g ，and so the rate of investment.

We show that this decrease in investment, stemming from currency depreciation, has a

‘reverse≒or, secondary, effect on the exchange rate. This secondary effect ultimately

drives the nominal and real exchange rates and the ｃｕ汀entaccount to long-run equi-

libriums that differ from those in exchange rate overshooting models that ignore this

secondary ｅ廿ｅｃt.30Theinclusion of capital as ａ traded good along with its financing

decision (i.e.,the floating private bonds) reveal an additional channel for exchange rate

movements, one more reason for the fear of floating observed in emerging markets.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　ＡＰＰＥＮＤＩＸ:MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS

　We repeat the relevant equations for our analysis in this appendix as f0110ｗS:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＋
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　The modeling in the text involves four stages, corresponding to (i) short-run asset-

market equilibrium, (ii) short-run goods-market equilibrium, (iii)long-run asset-market

equilibrium, and (iv) long-run goods-market equilibrium. The distinction between the

short and long runs occurs because investment and capital accumulation only occur in

the long run. Moreover, since we specify for simplicity that the production functions

only depend on capital, we impose the condition that supplies of output in the various

sectors remain fixed in the short run.
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A.I. 　£)ｅｒiｖｉｎｇtｈｅＬ)ｅｍａｎｄｓ　foｒＴｒａｄｅｄａｎｄ Ｎｏｎ -ＴｒａｄｅｄＣｏｎｓｕｍｐtｉｏｎＧｏｏｄｓ

　Since our model does not explicitly involve intertemporal decisions, we specify an

aggregate utility function that depends on traded and non-traded consumption goods

plus nominal saving. The representative consumer maximizes this utility function sub-

ject to the income constraint. This gives the following optimization problem:

(A-1)

　max　び

ｉｃＴ、ＣＮ、Ｓ}

subject to

＝び( ＣＴ、ＣＮ、Ｓ）

ｙ＝£・7)7・Ｃｒ＋ Ｐｎ ・ＣyＶ＋Ｓ　or

(ﾜﾌ)yＶ) Ｔ＋ＣｙＶ＋Ｓ

where 9 ニ(
Ｅ　･　I)7//)yＶ)ａｎｄ∫ニ(ｓZ脳 )'ＴｈａtiS'

we express the budget constraint in

real terms, deflating by the price of non-traded goods｡

　The demands for traded and non-traded consumption and nominal saving derive from

the firstorder conditions to this optimization. The implicit form of the demands will

depend on the exogenous variables as follows:

(Ａ-2)
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and

But, from the budget constraint,we can rewritethe saving demand as follows

(Ａ-3)
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Now, substituting from equation (12) gives the following:

(Ａ-4) ｓニドー５椎゜げ(JT 斗こ )十ｙ゛十(ｒ＊十Ａ♂)・£・Ｆ，

⑤）

since the non-traded goods market clears and cancels from (A-4). Equation (A-4) equals

equation (13) above, where we make some substitutions･

Å.2.　£)～ｒ所昭Z加Ｇｒ叩池‘ Aggregate £demand 回加Å認だ即応 Supply

　The aggregate demand curve in Figure ２ come from equations (6) and (8) where as

the aggregate supply curve comes from equations (7) and (9). Note that the aggregate

demand and aggregate supply curves only determine the output of the traded goods

sectors―goods and capital.It excludes the demand for and supply of non-traded goods,

which come from equations (10) and (11). We assume that the price of non-traded goods

adjusts to clear the non-traded-goods market in the short run.

　Aggregate demand {DD) for traded goods and capitalis given by the following equa-

tion:
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As we noted in the text, we measure this demand in foreign currency. That is, we divide

the total demand in domestic currency by the nominal exchange rate. Since the prices

of both traded consumption and capital are determined in world markets, the domestic

prices equal the world prices times the nominal exchange rate. That is, the nominal

exchange rate merely acts as ａ multiplicative factor on both components. And since

we graph the demand as ａfunction of the nominal exchange rate, we obtain the typical

negatively sloped demand once we convert the demand into foreign currency｡

　Taking the total derivative of equation (A-5) with respect to the nominal exchange rate

(E) and the demand for traded consumption goods and capital,holding the interest rate,

real income constant, and the price on non-traded goods constant, gives the following

result for the derivative of the demand for traded consumption goods and capital with

respect to the nominal exchange rate:

(Ａ-6)　　　⑤＝ぢり( 吋ﾉＩ
=い十 P1 ’kE･pypN ■(n/PN ト0

In other words, the slope of the　ＤＤ　ｃurve is unambiguously negative｡

　Aggregate supply (SS) for traded goods and capital is given by the following equa-

tion:

(Ａ-7) SＳ　＝　F ）7y「 元Ｆ)1ZG )十ﾌ:)£y町芦)＝ｙ＊７十 Y*K _ Y*T8cK

The supply of output in the traded and capital goods sectors depends on the production

functions in equation (2), which we express in foreign currency to match the specifica-

tion of DD. We then substitute for capital from the solutions in equations (3) and (5) to

obtain the results in equation (A-7). But, as noted above, capital does not adjust in the

short run and the output equals ａconstant, as seen in the vertical aggregate supply curve

depicted in Figure 2. The price of the non-traded good adjusts to equate the demand for

and supply of non-traded goods in the short run (ｎｏtShoｗｎ)･

Ａ.3.　ＤｅｒiｖｉｎｇtｈｅＧｒａｐｈｓ:Ａｓｓｅt一ＭａｒketＥｑｕilibｒiｕｍＣｕｒｖｅｓ

　We substitute the definition of wealth, equation (15), into the three asset market equi-

libriums, equationsけ7)川8), and (19), toがve the following:

(Ａ-8) M ―m{r, r* 十△／)[肛十か十 ＢＫ十£・月；

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
(Ａ-9)　　7?＝ Ｂｈ十召゛＝か(j‾げ＊十△♂)[訂十 Ｂｈ十ｊ゛十£・月；　and

(Ａ-10)　　　ＥヽＦ ＝y(y）＊こ△♂)[肛十か十ｊ゛十 Ｅ・Ｆ‾χ｡

　Taking the total differential 0f these three equations with respect to the nominal ex-

change rate (E) and the interest rate (r), holding a11 other variables constant, yields the

following:
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The outcomes for the derivative of the nominal exchange rate with respect to the interest

rate equal the following:
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The money-market equilibrium curve slopes upward where as both the domestic and

foreign bond-market equilibrium curves slope downward, as seen in Figure 2.　The

foreign bond-market equilibrium curve is not shown in Figure 2, but intersects the same

point as the money and domestic bond-market equilibrium curves, because of Walras

Law, but with a larger absolute slope than the domestic bond-market equilibrium curve,

because br >一方ａｎｄ(1-ﾉ)＞か.

A.4.　Ｓｈｏｒt一7?unAss 琵一ﾙlarket Adiustm と?斑

　Suppose that the monetary authorities increase the money supply through open mar-

ket operations. Thus, the central bank buys domestic bonds, removing them from the

supply side of the market, and purchases the bonds with money, increasing the supply of

money. During short-ran asset market adjustment, only the interest rate and the nominal

exchange rate adjust with domestic and foreign price levels fixed･

　Totally differentiating equations (17) and (18) and using equation (15) produces the

following result:

　　　　　　　　　dM ^MrW ・dr + mF・ｄＥ　and
(Ａ-17)

dＢ＾ ＝恥Ｗ・ dr + bF、ｄＥ、 　wheｒｅｄＢｈ＝一 ｄＭ、

　Putting the system of equations into matrix form produces the following:

(Ａ-18)　　　　　

寸土[なド辻劉＝(二L

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　where |£)|＝(から－ mbｒ )・ FW < 0.

　Applying Cramer's rule to this system of equations produces the following solutions:

(Ａ-19)
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Thus, expansionary monetary policy causes the money-market equilibrium curve to

shift to the left and the domestic bond-market equilibrium curve to shift to the right,

as seen in Figure 2. Moreover, the shiftin the money-market equilibrium curve proves

larger than in the domestic bond-market equilibrium curve, since the nominal exchange

rate rises. That is, examining equations (A-17), holding the nominal exchange rate un-

changed (i.e･，dE = 0), and solving for the change in the interest rate (i.e･，dr) for an

open market purchase, we see that the interest rate must fall more for the money-market

equilibrium curve shift,since 匈＞一 n1ｒ・

Ａ.５.　Ｓｈｏｒｔ一ＲｕｎＧｏｏｄｓ-Market(Cur だ甜-Ａｃｃｏｕｎt)Ａｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　Once again, we note that since the production functions depend only on the capital

stock and that capital stock adjustments confine themselves to the long run, the supply of

output in each market remains unchanged in the short run. The expansionary monetary

policy leads to ａrise in the nominal exchange rate and ａfallin the interest rate. A higher

nominal exchange rate also implies a higher real exchange rate before considering any

adjustment in the price of non-traded goods.　But, the adjustment in the non-traded

goods sector provides important information for determining short-run adjustment in

the goods market｡

　Equilibrium in the non-traded goods market requires that demand equals supply. In

addition, since capital does not adjust until the long run, the supply of non-traded goods

equals ａ constant in the short run. Thus, market clearing requires the following:

(Ａ-21)

cyｖ＝ｃyｖ(方 ☆
where

.Ｎ，
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Note that the definition of real income in terms of the non-traded good's price implies

that it does not change as long as the nominal exchange rate to the price of non-traded

goods does not change. Now, the increase (depreciation) in the nominal exchange rate

causes both the real exchange rate and nominal income rise. To re-establish equilibrium

with the increase in the demand for non-traded goods, the price of non-traded goods

must increase. In addition, the increase in the price of non-traded goods must cause the

real exchange rate and real income to fall sufficiently so that the reduction in demand

for non-traded goods exactly offset the increase in demand caused by the increase in the

nominal exchange rate. That is, the rise in the price of non-traded goods must exactly

offset the rise in the nominal exchange rate from £"0to El, and return the real exchange

rate and real income to theirinitialvalues｡

　hki昭the total differential of equation (Ａ-21)｀゛ithrespect to £Ipn
PI‘oduces the

following:
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since the partial derivatives of non-traded consumption demand with respect to the real

exchange rate and real income are both positive. In the derivation of this result, we used

the observation that

(Ａ-23) j(ｲﾙｙ)ニ[椎゜丿十弓ト丿十(゛＊十Ａ♂) ・Ｆ‾いｄ(争こ )

　Real supplies remain unchanged because capital only adjusts in the long run. Real

demands also remain unchanged, but because the ratio of the nominal exchange rate to

the price on non-traded goods and, thus, the real exchange rate do not change. Conse-

quently, the rising nominal exchange rate produces the following effect on the current

account (i.e･，equation 14):

(Ａ-24) 白十帽り]卜俎d　帽，

since the current account (CA) contains the nominal exchange rate multiplicatively in

each term. That is,if the current account initially exhibited a surplus (deficit),then the

rising nominal exchange rate will make the surplus (deficit)larger. In addition, ａrising

exchange rate will not affect the current account, if itinitially balanced. In this paper,

we assume that initiallythe current account balances. Thus, the ｃｕ汀entaccount remains

in balance during the short-run goods-market adjustment･

Å.6.　£θng-l ?un Asset-ＭａｒketＡｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　The end result of the short-run adjustments in the asset market and goods market

(current account) produces ａlower interest rate and a higher nominal exchange rate･

In addition, the real exchange rate, real income, and the ratio of the nominal exchange

rate to the price on non-traded goods do not change. The lower interest rate increases

investment in the long rｕｎ･

　Focusing only on the asset-market adjustment, firms finance higher investment by

issuing domestic bonds (か), affecting both the money and bond market equilibriums･

Taking the total differential of the money and bond market equilibrium conditions with

respect to the interest rate, the nominal exchange rate, and the supply of domestic bonds

yields the following result:

　　　　　　　　　　　　O = mrW ・力十琲・ ｄＢ＾＋ｎｉＦ・j£　and

(Ａ-25)
　　　　　　　　　　　　ｄＢ ＝^恥Ｗ・ dr + b・ｄＢ＾＋ｂＦ･ｄＥ .

　Putting the system of equations into matrix form produces the following:

(Ａ-26)　　　　
≪劉水ｽﾞ劉副土工七万
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Applying Cramer's rule to this system of equations produces the following solutions:

(Ａ-27)

(Ａ-28)

(Ａ-29)

(Ａ-30)

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ^ ＝ｊＦ＝0

一

一

一

一

-

m　･　Ｆ

＞０ and

カ

∂ｒ

-
8ＢＫ

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ^ ＝ｊＦ＝0

£）

[(1－か)・ Ｍｒ 十ｍ ・恥)・Ｗ

£）

丿＝/叩プルい＝丿(ｿ‾ 丿･　ｐ＊　/こ)

∂£

-
BＢＫ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝?, since (1一占)＞揖ａｎｄ　一揖 r < br .

An increase in the supply of bonds causes the interest rate to rise, but produces an

indeterminate movement in the nominal exchange rate. This adjustment in the asset

market in the long run occurs because of the short-run decrease in the interest rate.

Thus, the actual investment process attenuates the short-run decrease in the interest rate,

but cannot completely reverse it.The indeterminate effect on the nominal exchange rate

arises because higher wealth increases the demand for all assets,including the demand

for foreign bonds and tending to downward pressure on the nominal exchange rate. At

the same time, a higher interest rate decreases the demand for foreign bonds, putting

upward pressure on the nominal exchange rate･

Å.7.　Ｌｏｎｇ-ＲｕｎＧｏｏｄｓ-Ｍａｒket(Ｃｕｒｒｅｎt-Ａｃｃｏｕｎt)Ａｄｊｕｓtｍｅｎt

　The fall in the interest rate in the short run stimulates long-run adjustment.　As ａ

reminder, the interest rate fallsin the short-run asset market adjustment, but does not

change in the short-run goods-market (current-account) adjustment, because of our as-

sumption of static exchange rate expectations. The long-run adjustment captures the

increases in the supply of and demand for capital. The long-run asset market adjust-

ment implies that the interest rate rises as capital adjusts. Ｂｕtけhe rise in the interest

rate cannot offset the short-run decrease. Otherwise, no reason would exist for the cap-

ital demand and supply to rise in the firstplace.

　Ａ key to understanding the long-run adjustment in the goods market involves how

adjustment occurs in the non-traded goods market, just as we saw for short-run goods

market adjustment. Once againけhe non-traded goods market must clear. But, in the

long run, both the demand for and supply of non-traded goods adjust. Market equilib-

rium implies that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一

　Taking the total differential 0f the equilibrium condition in equation (A-29) with re-

spect to the interest rate, the real exchange rate, and real income produces the following

result:

ぐ弓イ/乃ｖ)＋尚乱絃ハヅ＋叶雌ル

十尚ご[弓プ十堤丿十(ｒ＊十△♂)Ｆ]j(

　　＝痙心 十績･p*k/Pn)'弓トj(仰7=りｖ)･

In this derivation, we use the observation that



(Ａ-31)
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d顔○ 言絃＋←げ＋[ Ｅ　･　Ｐ＊／　＼。Ｋ]･力

　　　　　　十(7)Ｌyｒ＋7) い丿 十(μ十△♂)'Ｆ]４/(万力)yｖ)
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　Solving for the effect of the interest rate on real income and, thus, the real exchange

rate produces the following outcome:

(Ａ-32)

一

一

j（

カ

ｃ汐μ）ｙ) [絃＋Ｌげ十西確ふ丿疑]

嗜･吋 十帚/拘)卜[弓゜丿十弓ト戸十(戸十Ａ♂)゜Ｆ]‾yふ P*k/Pn)゚ 堤

＝？

That is,the change in the interest rate affects the supply of non-traded goods directly and

the demand for traded goods indirectly through real income. The ratio of the nominal

exchange rate to the price of non-traded goods and the real exchange rate rise or fall

depending on whether the supply-side effect exceeds or falls short of the demand side

effect (i.e.,the two terms in the numerator of the effect)｡

　Combining a110f these effects will allow us to determine whether the current account

improves or worsens. Taking the total differential 0f the current account equation (14)

with respect to the interest rate and the nominal exchange rate yields the following

result:

(Ａ-３３)

ｄＣＡ ＝(丹イ＋八・ザー ＰＴ｀ｃｌＺＰＮ・ﾄｸﾞ＋Ｌげ十西確//=ｗ)・ザ}レ

　　　　づ白ん)ｊｆ

　　　　づ ｐｌイ・ (椎ノ十弓ト丿十(ｒ＊十Ａ♂)丿十 ＰＫ｀k(ＥＺＰＮ)]ｊ(町脳 )

We know that the interest rate falls,but that the ratio of the nominal exchange rate to

the price of non-traded goods can increase or decrease. Moreoverけhe term in brack-

ets modifyin ２ｄｒ does not possess a determinant sign.　Since we enter the long run

with ａｃｕ町entaccount balance, the coefficients of dE equals zero. Finally, the bracket

modifying the second term involving j( 町恥 )ｅｘｃｅｅｄszero.

　We distinguish between two cases in this paper: the current account improves with

a higher (depreciated) exchange rate or worsens with a lower (appreciated) exchange

rate.

us.　The current-

account surplus increases the purchases foreign bonds, which causes adjustments in the

asset markets as follows.

　Taking the total differential of the money-market and bond-market equilibrium con-

ditions produces the following result:

　　　　　　　　　　　　ｍＥ　･ｄＦ = rrirW ・力十 ｍＦ・ｄＥ　and

(Ａ-34)

　　　　　　　　　　　　腱
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Putting the system of equations into matrix form produces the following:

(Ａ-35)
力

ｊ£ 七ぎ
mＦ

bＦ

力

ｊ£

一

一

一ｍＥ ・ｄＦ

－ｂＥ･ｄＦ

Applying Cramer's rule to this system of equations produces the following solutions:

(Ａ-36)

(Ａ-37)

∂『

-汗

∂£

-∂Ｆ

一

一

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ*≫＝ｄＢＫ ＝０

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ*≫＝ｄＢＫ ＝0

一

一

一

一

(ｍｂＥＦ 一肌醍

　　　　　f)

㈲恥一 bniｒ )・万叩

　　　　　£)

㈲恥一 hｒｒiｒ)・£Ｗ

(hｒｙiｒ一朋恥)・ FW

０
and

　
　
く

£
一
Ｆ

　
　
一

　
　
＝

The effect on the interest rate, as before, equals zero, because we assume static expec-

tations for the expected future exchange rate. Since foreign assets accumulate in this

case, the nominal exchange rate falls.^^

　For both Case ｌ and Case IT (below), the adjustment in the non-traded good market

proves critical.That is, equilibrium in the non-traded goods market is given in equation

(A-26) repeated for convenience:

(Ａ-29) 脳）

Since the interest rate does not change in the long-run goods-market adjustment, equi-

librium in the non-traded goods market requires that the nominal exchange rate and

the price of non-traded goods move proportionally with each other so that their ratio。

（万力）yｖ）’ｄｏｅsnot change‘ Consequently, we experience no shiftsin the supply of or

demand for traded consumption goods and capital in this period. The same conclusion

holds for Case n, to which we now turn.

Rate and Current-Account Deficit. The current-

account deficitdecreases the purchases foreign bonds, which causes adjustments in the

asset markets as follows.

　Taking the total differential of the money-market and bond-market equilibrium con-

ditions produces the following result:

　　　　　　　　　　　　朋£・ dF =mrW ・力＋ ｍＦ・ｄＥ　and

(Ａ-38)

　　　　　　　　　　　　醍

　Putting the system of equations into matrix form produces the f0110ｗing:

(Ａ-39)
力

ｊ£
＝

［ ｍμｖ　　ｍＦ

匈Ｗ　　か/7

力

ｊ£
一

一

一ｍＥ ・ｄＦ

－ｂＥ･ｄＦ

　31 1f the current account initiallyexperienced a deficitat the beginning of the long-run current-account

adjustment, then the country would loss (net) foreign assetsand the nominal exchange rate would depreciate

untilthe current account balanced.
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Applying Cramer's rule to this system of equations produces the following solutions:

(Ａ-40)

(Ａ-41)

∂ｒ

-
∂Ｆ

∂£

-
∂Ｆ

一

一

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ^ ＝ｄＲＫ＝０

ｊ肘＝ ｄＢ*≫＝ｄＢＫ ＝0

一

一

-

-

(ｍｂＥＦ － ｍｂＥ Ｆ）

　　　　£)

㈲恥一 hｒｒiｒ)・£Ｗ

　　　　£)

㈲恥－ bｒｒiｒ)・£Ｗ

(bniｒ － mbｒ )・/7Ｗ

０

一 一

-

and

　
　
く

£
ア

The effect on the interest rate, as before, equals zero, because we assun!e static expec-

tations for the expected future exchange rate. Since foreign assets decrease in this case,

the nominal exchange rate rises.-^^

　32 If the current account initiallyexperienced ａ surplus at the beginning of the long-run current-account

adjustment, then the country would gain (net) foreign assets and the nominal exchange rate would appreciate

untilthe current account balanced.
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